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IT Governance Advisory Services
Headed by Steve Romero, ITG Practice
Lead, BOT International offers ITG advisory
services provided by internationallyrecognized experts designed to give you
information, experience and support at
each phase of your ITG strategy.

processes and technology insights necessary to steer the
enterprise ship. This one-day workshop provides an in-depth
PPM orientation designed to provide an understanding of
this critical strategic business process. This understanding
enables organizations to accurately gauge their PPM proficiency, recognize their PPM needs, and determine their next
steps.

Unbiased, Customer First Advocacy
Unlike consulting organizations or software vendors who
have inherent conflicts of interest and who do not make
expert resources available without a tie-in to a substantial
purchase, our ITG practice uniquely places your success
as our first priority. This gives you an unprecedented level
of access to subject matter experts and confidence that
comes from a top-tier advocacy that is focused on maximizing your value, lowering your risk and helping you successfully achieve your business results.

ITG 030: Advanced Enterprise PPM Workshop
Duration: Three days, Price: $9,995
Though recent analyst research shows that 75% of enterprises have established PPM, very few organizations are
realizing the full potential of this critical strategic business
process and PPM processes are generally immature. This
workshop is intended for organizations desiring to evolve
and progress existing Project and Portfolio Management
(PPM) business processes.

ITG 010: IT Governance Workshop
Duration: One day, Price: $3,995

ITG 040: Establishing Meaningful Metrics Workshop
Duration: One day, Price: $3,995

IT Governance has become a part of the vernacular of
every major Information Technology organization today.
Despite its pervasiveness, it is widely misunderstood. The
lack of consensus in regard to its definition has led to varying opinions and views of the purpose of IT Governance
and how it is practiced. The result is that very few enterprises are realizing the full potential, power and promise
of this essential business discipline. The ubiquitous nature of technology has immeasurably increased its importance to enterprise success. Studies from renowned
research organizations such as MIT CISR, Gartner and
Forrester have shown that companies with defined and
structured IT Governance outperform companies lacking
these governance conventions. This workshop provides
organizations with a comprehensive understanding of the
IT Governance discipline and domain.

Many organizations encounter difficulties in gaining process
acceptance and adherence. Effective process management
and process governance is critical to the success of any
business process effort. This workshop provides a high-level
understanding of the distinct phases of process design and
implementation and a detailed discussion of the ongoing
process management and process governance required to
ensure the continued success of business processes.

ITG 020: Introduction to Enterprise PPM Workshop
Duration: One day, Price: $3,995
Enterprise Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) is
one of the most critical business processes in organizations today. PPM delivers the means for C-levels to meet
enterprise goals and strategies by providing the people,

ITG 050: Kitchen Sink - Critical Enterprise Processes to
Order
Duration: One day, Price: $3,995
Every organization has very specific needs. This service is
designed to offer enterprises the option of choosing their
own curriculum for the day. This enables organizations to
serve numerous and varied executives and team members
by offering the flexibility to attend presentations in subject
areas offering the most value by addressing their specific
needs. The “Kitchen Sink” service provides four 90-minute
presentations with unlimited attendance that is uniquely tailored for your organization.
Visit BOT or call toll free for more information
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